The following photographs are of batteries and battery containing devices found in the debris:

Lithium-ion Battery Pack

Fire damaged remains of battery pack with a fractured cell

Additional Battery pack remains

D-Cell size, lithium primary batteries. Photo shows fire damaged and undamaged batteries
Lithium primary button sized flat cell batteries (watch style) with small circuit board

36-cell Lithium-ion Battery Pack with Thermal Damage

36-cell Lithium-ion Battery Pack with multiple vented cells

Lithium-ion Phone-type Batteries
Intact and damaged Panasonic Batteries (2-pack Li-ION set)

Mobile Phones and Batteries

Personal Electronic Device with Battery

Lithium-ion Battery Packs
Lithium Primary Battery

E-Cigarettes Containing Lithium Primary Batteries

Lithium-ion-polymer Batteries with and without thermal damage